In conventional s-wave superconductors, only magnetic impurities exhibit impurity bound states, whereas for an s± order parameter they can occur for both magnetic and non-magnetic impurities. Impurity bound states in superconductors can thus provide important insight into the order parameter. Here, we present a combined experimental and theoretical study of native and engineered iron-site defects in LiFeAs. Detailed comparison of tunneling spectra measured on impurities with spin fluctuation theory reveals a continuous evolution from negligible impurity bound state features for weaker scattering potential to clearly detectable states for somewhat stronger scattering potentials. All bound states for these intermediate strength potentials are pinned at or close to the gap edge of the smaller gap, a phenomenon that we explain and ascribe to multi-orbital physics.
In conventional s-wave superconductors, only magnetic impurities exhibit impurity bound states, whereas for an s± order parameter they can occur for both magnetic and non-magnetic impurities. Impurity bound states in superconductors can thus provide important insight into the order parameter. Here, we present a combined experimental and theoretical study of native and engineered iron-site defects in LiFeAs. Detailed comparison of tunneling spectra measured on impurities with spin fluctuation theory reveals a continuous evolution from negligible impurity bound state features for weaker scattering potential to clearly detectable states for somewhat stronger scattering potentials. All bound states for these intermediate strength potentials are pinned at or close to the gap edge of the smaller gap, a phenomenon that we explain and ascribe to multi-orbital physics. While there is strong evidence for s ± superconductivity in many of the iron-based superconductors, this may not be universal, and in some of them there are claims that other order parameters prevail [1] [2] [3] . LiFeAs is a stoichiometric superconductor (T c = 17 K), making it particularly amenable to a comparison with theory. Further, it exhibits an atomically flat non-polar surface that does not undergo reconstruction -making it suitable for spectroscopic studies of the order parameter by ARPES and STM. Crude aspects of the gap structure of LiFeAs have now been fairly well established by these methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The overall agreement of multiple experimental groups and methods led to several theoretical attempts [9] [10] [11] [12] to calculate the detailed gap function, all of which led to the identification of sign-changing s-wave gaps, but differed on the sets of Fermi surface pockets that manifested the same sign. Disputes over these details illustrate the current capabilities of materials-specific calculations of superconducting properties. One way to distinguish among these various proposals is to test their predictive power for impurity states, sensitive probes of gap symmetry and structure.
In the past several years, significant progress has been made in realistic simulations of the STM tunneling conductance in superconductors [13] [14] [15] [16] . In the present work, we compare theoretical predictions of conductance spectra for LiFeAs with experiment. While the results may not provide direct information on the origin of Fe-based superconductivity, they are an important indicator of the state of progress towards a quantitative theory of superconductivity in these materials. To this end we study iron-site defects, both engineered by deliberate addition of manganese, cobalt and nickel during the growth of the crystals as well as native defects.
LiFeAs crystals cleave between the Li layers, exposing a square lattice of lithium atoms at the surface [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The square lattice seen in STM topography has an orientation and lattice constant compatible with the positions of the As or Li atoms on the surface and is rotated 45
• with respect to the iron square lattice. Experiments were performed in a home-built low temperature STM operating at temperatures down to 1.5 K and in magnetic fields up to 14 T in cryogenic vacuum 17 . The surface was prepared by in-situ cleaving at low temperatures. We used STM tips cut from a PtIr wire. Bias voltages are applied to the sample, with the tip at virtual ground. Differential conductance spectra have been recorded through a lock-in amplifier with f = 413 Hz and a modulation of V mod = 500 µV, unless stated otherwise. Data obtained in the superconducting state have been recorded at a temperature of 1.5 K.
The defects discussed here are all substituted at the iron site, which has a D 2 symmetry. In topographic STM images, the defects share a common overall appearance, which however differs in details [compare Fig. 1(b) -(f)] such as the apparent height and the spatial extent. "Engineered" (chemically substituted) defects can be identified from the topographic imaging as they exhibit a different apparent height in comparison to intrinsic defects in LiFeAs 18 as well as by their concentration. shows line cuts taken along the main axis and normal to it through the defects. All images in Fig. 1 were obtained using the same bias voltage, −50 mV. The height with which the defects are seen in topographic images is largest for the native iron-site defects and smallest for cobalt defects, whereas Ni and Mn show similar profiles. Not only the apparent height, but also the separation of the maxima changes for different types of iron-site defects. Tunneling spectra obtained on both engineered and native iron-site defects are shown in Fig. 2 . Next to the differential conductance spectra, we also plot the change in differential conductance due to presence of the impurity δg(V ) = g imp (V ) − g 0 (V ). Of the engineered defects, Mn, Co and Ni, only for Ni is a clear bound state seen. Mn and Co, which both differ by only one electron from iron in the occupation of their d-orbital, show only weak changes in the tunneling spectrum.
A slight suppression of the coherence peaks is detected for both, Mn and Co, defects. Subtracted spectra reveal a weak bound state for Co (see Fig. 2(c) ). The rather weak influence of cobalt defects on superconductivity is consistent with previous STM/STS reports in NaFeAs 19 . Nickel, which has an almost full d shell, exhibits a stronger scattering potential. Spectra reveal indeed a much stronger bound state at the smaller, positive bias gap edge [ Fig. 2(b) ] compared to cobalt and manganese. The bound state is strongest at the center between the two lobes and exhibits a pronounced asymmetry between positive and negative bias voltages. Outside the superconducting gap, within ±50 meV, there is no significant modification of the tunneling spectrum in comparison to the clean surface.
Native iron-site defects occurring in as-grown LiFeAs have been reported previously 18 . These defects are most likely due to impurities in the source materials, e.g. Si or Al, substitution by other elements of the growth materials, i.e. Li or As, or iron-site vacancies 20 . Our spectra show a strong bound state resonance near the smaller superconducting gap at positive bias voltages. This bound state has been observed previously. Here, however, due to the higher energy resolution, we can clearly determine its energy, as it is resolved separate from the coherence peak of the larger gap. As already seen to a much weaker extent in the case of Nickel, the defect spectrum again exhibits a pronounced particle-hole asymmetry.
A remarkable feature of all Fe-site defects, which clearly differ substantially in strength of their scatter- , taking into account the coupling of the electronic states to the tip ("NN" refers here to the cLDOS at the dimer maximum, as in experiment (see Fig. 2(a) ). The largest change in the density of states due to the defect is now seen at positive bias. (inset: calculated gap function on LiFeAs Fermi surface: red = +, blue = -) (c) The continuum LDOS obtained assuming the same gap magnitude but with equal signs of the order parameter on all Fermi surfaces (s++, inset). The change in the LDOS on the impurity is almost symmetric with respect to zero bias.
ing potential, evidenced from the differing strengths of the bound state features, is that they are all located at roughly the same energy, namely at positive bias close to the position of the smaller gap feature, as indicated by the vertical dashed line at 3 meV in Fig. 2 . While in a sign-changing superconductor one naively expects a weak nonmagnetic impurity potential to create a bound state just below the gap edge, the features observed here are not located there. Instead, they are located at the gap edge, in a region of continuum states that one might expect to completely damp such a state.
Theory. We model impurities and the electronic structure of the host on the same footing, as a step towards a quantitative theory of Fe-based superconductivity generally, as well as an attempt to understand which aspects TABLE I . Summary of defects: n d is the d-shell configuration of the free impurity atoms if known, EB/∆i is the bound state energy (EB) normalized to the inner gap (∆i) determined from spectra taken on the clean STS (3 ± 0.2mV), h the apparent height of the defect from STM images obtained at −50mV, and w the distance between the maxima (see also Fig. 1g ). The last column shows the calculated onsite potential (orbitally averaged and unrenormalized) difference at the impurity for LiFeAs and in brackets the values for LaFeAsO as reported in Ref. 21. of the superconducting gap structure and symmetry are probed by impurity states in this case. For the calculations we used a 5-orbital tight-binding model, downfolded from a 10-orbital model from Ref. 22 . Imposing an overall renormalization factor Z = 1/2 due to correlations yields the correct magnitude of the superconducting gap and roughly agrees with observed renormalizations of the electronic structure in the normal state. Transition metal (TM) impurity potentials are obtained using the methods of Ref. 23 . The local density of states in the superconducting state with a spin-fluctuation generated order parameter is calculated using a combination of the T-matrix approximation and the Wannier function approach of Refs. 14, 15, and 22. In summary, we calculate the continuum LDOS (cLDOS) ρ(r, ω) at the coordinates r = (x, y, z) of the STM tip such that the differential conductance in a STM experiment at a given bias voltage V is given by
where all terms independent of the position and energy have been collected into the constant α.
The orbitally averaged potentials obtained from our ab initio studies for Ni, Mn, Co are summarized, together with the experimental results, in Table I and are very similar in magnitude to those calculated earlier for a different compound 21 . The orbital dependence of the impurity potentials is not very pronounced, but has been taken into account for the following calculation. We start with a discussion of the results for a Ni impurity where the onsite impurity potential, like all potentials in this study, has been renormalized downward by a factor 2.5. First, we note that a lattice calculation does not reflect the correct spatial symmetry of the LDOS at the surface 14 and hence cannot be expected to yield a description of the tunneling spectra. The calculation of the continuum LDOS based on including the Wannier functions correctly reflects the local environment of the atoms at the surface and naturally yields a dimer structure in the direction of the NN As atoms on the surface 14 . While for a lattice calculation, the Ni impurity has largest effect at negative bias, see Fig. 3(a) , in the continuum LDOS shown in Fig. 3(b) we see that the bound states occur at positive bias independent of the relative position to the impurity, in agreement with experiment. This improved treatment of particle-hole weights was noted earlier 15 and is generally due to a cancellation of NN and NNN Wannier functions. In contrast, a calculation where the order parameter is forced to have identical magnitudes but positive sign on all bands (Fig. 3(c) ) shows no impurity bound states, as expected. Results for continuum spectra for all three TM impurities are compared in Fig. 4 . In each case, the ab initio impurity potentials have been divided by a factor of 2.5. As in experiment, there is little influence from Co and Mn impurities, whereas for Ni, the impurity resonance is located primarily on the positive bias side, at the position of the lower gap edge 25 . Discussion. It is well known that while ab initio approaches capture qualitative features of the electronic structure of Fe-SC, they cannot accurately describe many important near-Fermi level properties of Fe-SC in general 26 and LiFeAs in particular 27, 28 . These uncertainties represent some of the underlying reasons why the pairing state in this material is still under debate. The results of our theoretical calculations, derived from DFT-based band structures, agree quite well in many qualitative respects with the experimental findings, but clearly do not represent a complete solution to the problem. In the following, we list discrepancies and possible explanations together with proposals to investigate them more deeply.
The impurity potentials obtained from a first principles calculation are too strong in magnitude to yield the weak in-gap bound states at the lower gap edge observed experimentally. Since the identities of the engineered impurities are well known, and they are well isolated, a one-impurity problem for the given chemical substituent is appropriate. It seems likely therefore that the ab initio method simply overestimates the potentials due to neglect of correlations, which are known to be significant 27, 28 . Assuming a screening that is comparable for all TM impurities, the impurity potentials were multiplied with the same overall renormalization, ultimately giving a reasonable agreement of the spectra between experiment and theory. Thus the relative strengths and the signs of the potentials seem to be calculated correctly.
One interesting question is why the bound state energies occur at the smaller gap, and in fact augment the LDOS there. As noted above, in a one-band system, weak potentials produce bound states just below the gap edge, and are essentially invisible. A realistic impurity in a multi-orbital system is approximately diagonal in orbital space, and in this case the condition for a bound state in a sign-changing s-wave state may be shown to decouple into distinct orbital channels,
for µ equal to any of the five d-orbitals, and G While this property is a consequence of the structure of the local lattice Green function, the relative magnitude of the bound states at positive and negative energies as measured in an STM experiment can only be described properly using the continuum LDOS following Eq. (1). In the present case, the relative particle-hole weights are switched when doing the basis transformation, giving the primary spectral weight on the dimer maximum at positive bias, in agreement with experimental findings. The spectra presented in Figs. 3 (b,c) and 4 are calculated at a fixed tip height. Due to the overall differences in the magnitude of the continuum LDOS close to the impurity, the spectra are enhanced at larger energies, in contrast to what is seen in the experimental conductance spectra. A more realistic calculation would take into account the size and local wavefunction of the STM tip, which would give a more homogeneous conductance spectrum at these higher energies to the extent it samples more points within the unit cell. We have not investigated these effects here because it is difficult to estimate the microscopic details of the STM tip.
In conclusion, we have presented STM measurements and a detailed theoretical analysis of Fe-site defect states in the Fe-based superconductor LiFeAs, with the intention of distilling what can be learned about the superconducting state in this material, and refining techniques for future analysis. The theoretical analysis finds good qualitative agreement with local spectra and impurity bound states, but only if the ab initio impurity potentials are renormalized, confirming earlier suggestions that correlations play a significant role in the electronic structure. The tendency of the bound states to occur at a fixed energy at the lower coherence peak position over a range of impurity potentials is explained by the tendency of weak potentials to form bound states first just below the large gap, together with an approximately orbitally diagonal impurity potential that allows the bound state to remain sharp only in an energy range where other continuum states couple weakly to the bound state due to their differing orbital character. In consequence, the bound state is noticeable only close to the energy of the smaller gap. Of course, the existence of these peaks requires an s ± state, as we explicitly showed by calculation of spectra assuming an analogous s ++ state for comparison. The good agreement of theory and experiment reported here bodes well for a future true quantitative analysis of inhomogeneous superconductivity and STS spectra in these systems.
